NOTICE
8.1

TO: All Commanding Officers

FROM: Department Traffic Coordinator, Transit Services Bureau

SUBJECT: ELECTRONIC DISSEMINATION OF VEHICLE PURSUIT ADJUDICATIONS

On September 30, 2019, an Administrative Services Bureau Notice was published by Communications Division advising that pursuit audio recordings and associated incident printouts would be sent electronically to improve efficiency. A pursuit proxy email for each Area/Division and Bureau was established where pursuit audio and incident printouts are electronically mailed. Area/Division and Bureau Training Coordinators have been granted email proxy rights to access and distribute the audio recordings and incident printouts.

To further improve efficiency, the Pursuit Review Unit (PRU) will begin to disseminate pursuit adjudications using the same proxy email. Area/Division and Bureau Commanding Officers shall designate employees from the Divisional Training Cadre and Bureaus to access and distribute the pursuit correspondences to their respective chain-of-command for appropriate action.

If you have any questions regarding this Notice, please contact PRU, Traffic Coordination Section, TRFG, at (213) 486-0700.

APPROVED:

BLAKE H. CHOW, Deputy Chief
Department Traffic Coordinator
Transit Services Bureau

DOMINIC H. CHOI, Deputy Chief
Chief of Staff
Office of the Chief of Police
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